
Question: Do the 2016 and 2017 Tahoes that you have for sale have a clean title? 

Question: Because of all the hail damage, will the 2016 and 2017 Tahoes come with Salvage 

Titles or clean Texas titles? 

All vehicles in this Auction currently have a clean Blue Texas Title and are being sold under the 

presumption that they are NOT SALVAGE.   

Please note that it is *possible* that the DMV can make a mistake and assume the vehicle is 

salvage when doing the title transfer when they go off the price paid and/or vehicle history, 

please contact your local registration office or TxDMV for details because ultimately, it is the 

State/DMV’s that would determine the title branding, NOT the City of Plano.  Most states 

have different rules regarding title branding on hail damaged vehicles, please do your 

research if titling vehicle out of state.  Also, you can run the VIN number with DMV or online 

paid ‘VIN Check’ systems that will help with any titling questions or questions that your 

personal insurance company may have.  Happy Bidding and Good Luck!! 

Question: I just noticed Plano has some tahoes for sale can I still get a appointment to inspect 

the 2017 and 17 thanks 

Answer: Inspection was September 13 & 14 from 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM and 1:00 PM to 4:00 

PM. Call Richard Bingham at 214.478.0023 to schedule your inspection appointment.  

Question: Can you tell me if the Tahoe’s for sale are wrapped or painted? Specifically lot # 

12241, but would like the same info for all of them. 

Answer: All of the Tahoe’s up for this Auction currently are painted.   

Question: Is the tractor currently starting/running?  AC working? General condition?  Interior 

and seat condition?  

Answer: Confirmed as of 9/20/17 @ 6PM: Tractor starts quickly and idles smooth and no 

unusual smoke seen from exhaust, cannot test the Interstate hydraulics and flail systems 

operation due to no operator available.  Can confirm the front tires are holding air but are 

very low on tread and will require replacement soon.  AC blows cold and blower fan speeds 

appears to be operational, did not test heater operation.  I did not make note of the seat 

condition but did notice the steering wheel cover is in need of attention.  The unit does have a 

radio and seems to work but all functions were not tested.  I cannot elaborate on a General 

Condition due to my lack of tractor operations and operator availability but appears to be 

complete, please note this unit was a Scheduled Replacement by time and engine hours per 

our equipment Life Cycle program and was pulled directly from operation/service.  For 

liability reasons, this unit is being Auctioned in AS IS condition with no warranties or 

guarantees expressed or implied.  Winning bidder will need to bring all necessary binders and 

tie downs necessary upon end of auction pick-up and the City will NOT assist with loading of 

the equipment, no exceptions.  I have witnessed the unit move forward and backwards at the 



Auction Viewing so loading should be smooth.  Thank you for your interest and happy 

bidding, Good Luck!! 


